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PEN MINDS

Student-Centered, Teacher Inspired!

OPEN A WORLD OF IDEAS
Engage Next-Generation Learners
Culturally, socially, and digitally relevant

Create Student-Centered Learning
Collaborative, independent, and accessible
learning experiences

Print,
Blended,
and 1:1
Classrooms

Make It Your Own,
Make It Meaningful
Instructional support, flexibility, and data

Prepare Students for College
and Career
myPerspectives is built around the standards and
focuses on a consistent approach to improving
student learning and achievement. From quality
instruction and compelling literature, to
purposeful digital interactions, myPerspectives
transforms the classroom of today into a
dynamic learning environment that prepares
each student for college and career success.

pearsonschool.com/myPerspectives
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NEXT-GEN LEARNERS

A NEW PERSPECTIVE
Students need to become self-directed in order to be successful in
college and careers. myPerspectives engages learners with a student-centered
instructional unit structure that promotes ownership of learning.
ORGANIZED TO ENGAGE
Each unit shifts the focus from
teacher responsibility to
student responsibility.

Different Reading,
Reading Differently

Graphic Novels

How do you make a 400-year old text
relevant? Tie in media, blogs, films,
and multimedia. Have debates, explore
a graphic novel! myPerspectives takes
a student-centered perspective on
connecting teens with reading
and the world.

Focus on ONE
Essential Question
from MANY
Perspectives

Historical Context

student engagement
“ Increasing
increases achievement.
”

Blogs

Ernest Morrell, myPerspectives Author
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NEXT-GEN LEARNERS

my STUDENT EDITION

DISCUSSION BOARD
Engage students with
discussion prompts to
encourage collaboration
and social learning.

More choices, more interaction, more ownership, more learning! myPerspectives
Student Editions make learning a hands-on, personal, and engaging experience.
WRITE-IN PRINT STUDENT EDITION
All learners can make it their own. Write in it,
underline, highlight, jot down notes, and practice.
myPerspectives encourages thinking AND doing.

Offline
Access
Available!

INTERACTIVE DIGITAL STUDENT EDITION
Students can type directly into the integrated
notebook and graphic organizers, annotate
and mark up the text to practice close reading
strategies, and easily access background, author,
and standards information.

MULTIMEDIA

SEAMLESS PRINT TO DIGITAL
MULTILINGUAL GLOSSARY
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Offers 9 additional languages: Arabic, Filipino, Hmong, Korean, Punjabi,
Russian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, and Vietnamese.

Use the BouncePages app to access videos,
media, and audio right from the print page.

Listen to audio, watch videos,
and interact with content.
Touch it, click it, and do it!
This is my learning experience.
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STUDENT-CENTERED

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

CLOSE READ PRACTICE

How do you get students to read thoughtfully and to critically examine text?

Let students take the lead
and practice annotating
text and looking for
textual evidence.

myPerspectives establishes a consistent close reading routine with explicit
instruction and strategies.

Support for Close Reading
Most students want to race through a text.
Close reading is about slowing readers down,
so they approach text in a deliberate, critical,
and reflective way. It’s the myPerspectives way.
CLOSER LOOK
TEACHING NOTES
Ask students higher-order
questions to deeply
engage them with the text.

CLOSE READ SUPPORT
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CLOSE READ MODELING

FIRST-READ ROUTINE

Give students models that show how to annotate
the text, ask questions, and dig deeper into
structure, diction, and author’s craft.

Students apply strategies for
active reading, understanding,
and thinking.

CLOSE READ SUPPORT
Digital annotation highlights
focus on passages in the
Interactive Teacher’s Edition
and can be projected for
whole-class learning.
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STUDENT-CENTERED

WRITE MORE, LEARN MORE
The secret to good writing is—writing! myPerspectives provides many writing opportunities,
WRITING TO SOURCES

both formal and informal. Modeling, conferring, and choices support writing growth.
WRITING MODES
Launch Text introduces the unit’s featured writing
mode: Argumentative, Informative/Explanatory, or
Narrative. Students have a model for reference.

volume of
“ The
writing is the
key ingredient.
Kelly Gallagher,
myPerspectives Author

Short, focused projects
encourage students to use
evidence and do research
to support their claims.

”
WRITING TO LEARN
Not all writing needs to be
assessed. QuickWrites and
Evidence Logs help students
jot down ideas and evidence,
and capture their thinking.

MENTOR TEXTS AND MODELSLING
Writers learn from what they read.
Mentor texts and Tool Kit resources
model key techniques to support
the writing process.
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STUDENT-CENTERED
WRITING PROCESS
Explicit step-by-step instruction helps
students explore the unit’s featured
writing mode with a focus on conventions.

WRITING FOR ASSESSMENT
Performance Task: Writing Focus
gives students practice and support
on the unit’s featured writing mode.

Prompts
Align to
Performance
Tasks!

Performance-Based Assessments
allow students to pull it all together
and use what they know and draw
on the work they’ve done.
Help students identify how
to properly attribute sources.
SafeAssign includes detailed
originality reports!
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PEARSON ESSAYSCORER
How do you grade more writing? EssayScorer automatically scores
students’ essays, provides instant feedback, and saves you time!
You can use ours or create your own.
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STUDENT-CENTERED

BUILD LITERACY,
BUILD CONFIDENCE
Help students understand texts and apply knowledge so that they become confident
learners. Integrated literacy instruction and strategies let students make meaning of texts,
develop language skills, express themselves effectively, and build content knowledge.
MAKING MEANING
Students Make Meaning
through first- and close-read
routines and by analyzing
author’s craft and structure.
SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Speaking and Listening activities and Performance Tasks
give students practice with collaborative group work that
culminates in the Performance-Based Assessment
oral presentations.

RESEARCH
After every selection, students have
an opportunity to do short, targeted
research to clarify and explore.
Additional long-term research work
is gathered in the Evidence Log
or Integrated Notebook for
the end-of-unit PerformanceBased Assessment.
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EFFECTIVE EXPRESSION

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Effective Expression activities deepen students'
understanding with opportunities to share their
learning through written and oral projects.

Students grow their understanding of words and
syntax with Language Development activities in
concept vocabulary and conventions practice tasks.
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STUDENT-CENTERED

ACCESS TO LEARNING

A BIG Plus: myPerspectives+

Our job as teachers is to build students’ confidence and help them succeed.
myPerspectives helps you personalize the learning experience for each student.

PERSONALIZE FOR
LEARNING

myPerspectives+ provides hundreds of additional resources to
help extend and support learning for ALL students. Differentiate
instruction, add lessons, fill skills gaps, and provide additional
practice for writing, research, speaking and listening, and more!

Support, Engage,
and Extend Learning

Decide and plan your
teaching approach by
considering Lexile®
measures and text
complexity rubrics.

2 LEVELS OF TEXT
AVAILABLE FOR
EACH READING

Targeted
Suggestions
for Learner
Levels

Accessible Leveled Texts
help students access
on-level readings.

• 	 Digital Library with 140+ eBooks
• 	 200+ Trade Book Lesson Plans
• 	 Graphic Organizers
• 	 70+ EssayScorer Writing Prompts
• 	 Writing Rubrics
• 	 Interactive Writing and Research Lessons
• 	 Interactive Whiteboard Lessons
• 	 Interactive Speaking and Listening Lessons
• 	 Writing and Research PowerPoint® Presentations
• 	 Reading Skills and Literacy Analysis Worksheets
• 	 Academic Vocabulary Interactive Lessons
• 	 Word Study Worksheets
• 	 Spanish Writing Worksheets
• 	240+ Grammar activities, practice lessons,
and tutorials

• 	 Grammar Worksheets in English and Spanish
• 	 Common Core Companion Standards Practice
POINT-OF-USE
SUGGESTIONS
Personalize learning with
relevant strategies to
improve students’ skills
and confidence.
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ACCESS ONLINE
No need to look everywhere. Everything you
need for instruction and support is online—
in one place! PearsonRealize.com
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STUDENT-CENTERED

EXTEND SUPPORT TO ENGLISH
LANGUAGE LEARNERS

Assignable audio SELECTION
SUMMARIES in English and Spanish

Create positive and affirming
experiences for each student.
myPerspectives helps you make the
necessary accommodations for
varying levels of English proficiency.
Highlighted and annotated
TEACHABLE MOMENTS
for English Learners

SELECTION AUDIO
English Language Learners can access
selection audio in the Interactive Student
Edition and via BouncePages in the
Write-in Print Student Edition.

ASK ABOUT ELD COMPANION
This additional resource helps students get to grade
level with English Language Development support.
• Combines independent, self-paced,
and teacher-led instruction
GLOSSARY TERMS
Defined at point of
use in English and
Spanish audio
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• 9 Levels of Interactive Readers to accelerate
reading performance

Concept and Academic VOCABULARY
defined in Spanish

English Language SUPPORT LESSONS for
additional instructional opportunities

• 3000+ texts in the digital library for independent
reading
• Library books available in over 46 languages
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FLEXIBLE | MEANINGFUL

PLAN EASILY, TEACH EFFECTIVELY
Every classroom is different and diverse. myPerspectives helps you manage varying
needs, learning styles, and language levels. Be an instructor, facilitator, and advisor.

Flexible and Purposeful Planning

PERSONALIZE
FOR LEARNING
Text Complexity
Rubrics help
you personalize
reading support.

PLANNING
Capsulized information helps you introduce the
concept and connect to the Performance Tasks.

LESSON RESOURCES
A quick and easy-to-use
roadmap identifies all
instructional resources
and standards.
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Editable Lesson
Plans and
Curriculum Maps
Available!

STANDARDS
SUPPORT
Standards-based
teaching and learning
build student mastery.
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FLEXIBLE | MEANINGFUL

MORE WAYS TO CONNECT
The Art of Teaching with Trade Books
myPerspectives helps you build a high-quality trade book library.
Select favorite authors, titles, print books, and eBooks.

• 	 2-3 trade book suggestions per unit
• 	 Trade book lesson plans for 130+ titles
• 	 Lexile® levels 520L to 1490L
• 	 140+ full-length eBooks
• 	Use your own trade books with

Current Events
Bring relevance and excitement to the classroom with
the latest news, authentic voices, and engaging
real-world stories. Listen Current public radio
stories provide:

• 	Compelling nonfiction media that

Aligned to
Topics in
Every Unit

connects teaching and learning to
current events

• 	Daily news, relevant topics, and lesson
resources for ELA, Social Studies,
and Science

• 	Multimodal learning where students

practice and develop critical listening skills

agnostic resources and customize
using Pearson Realize™—upload, assign,
and create!

Engaging Tutorials,
Interactive Lessons,
and More

myPerspectives+
Hundreds of program-agnostic
resources in one place save
you time and let you customize
lessons to meet the needs of
each learner.
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FLEXIBLE | MEANINGFUL

Content-Area Literacy
Connections
Selections, topics, and Essential Questions
provide real-world connections to social
studies, math, science, and the arts.

Home-Connection Letter
Foster support for learners outside of the
classroom. A Home-Connection Letter
for each myPerspectives unit provides
information on what students are working
on and a summary of the following:

• 	Unit Topic and Essential Question
with suggested talking points

• 	Selection titles, author, and genre
that will be read

• 	Performance Tasks and PerformanceBased Assessment

• 	 The standards covered in the unit
CROSS-CURRICULAR
PERSPECTIVES
notes in the Teacher’s
Edition make connections
to different content areas.

Available
in English and
Spanish
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FLEXIBLE | MEANINGFUL

DIGITAL AND MANAGEABLE

Find Instructions, Resources,
and Assessments at point of use.

We live in a digital age. How do we use technology effectively to meet clear teaching
goals? myPerspectives simplifies using digital resources, assessments, and data.
Add DIGITAL
PERSPECTIVES
to every lesson.

Realize the Potential
PEARSONREALIZE.COM
This powerful online management system offers flexibility in planning,
teaching, learning, progress monitoring, and assessing.

Meaningful
Data!

TRACK STANDARDS
MASTERY
Instant access to student
and class data shows
standards mastery on
assessments, online
activity, and progress.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
Manage and customize the
myPerspectives curriculum on PearsonRealize.com.

• 	 Rearrange content
• 	 Add links to online media
• 	 Upload your own content • 	 Edit resources and assessments
26

GOOGLE GLASSROOM
AND DRIVE INTEGRATION
Share supported content from Realize
with your classes. Add links from your
Google Drive directly into your lessons.
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FLEXIBLE | MEANINGFUL

ASSESSMENTS BRING
PERSPECTIVE
myPerspectives helps you establish a balanced assessment system. Know where
students are and see where gaps occur, so you can help them achieve more.

UNIT TEST

EXAMVIEW® TEST GENERATOR

• 	Assess all skills and standards taught within the unit
• 	Provide remediation—if taken online, remediation is

• 	Access all program test banks
• 	Customize assessments

automatically assigned

quickly and easily

• 	Includes two parts: Selected Response and Performance Task
• 	Includes questions that mimic next-generation assessments

BEGINNING-OF-YEAR TEST

MID-YEAR AND END-OF-YEAR TEST

NEXT-GENERATION TEST PRACTICE

• 	Diagnose students’ familiarity with skills

• 	Assess students’ mastery of skills and

Program-agnostic tests give students practice with technology-enhanced and enabled items.
Let students experience the features and functionalities of next-generation assessments.

and standards

• 	 Includes multi-part response questions

standards at the halfway point and at
the end of the year.

• 	Mid-Year Test allows for remediation.
If taken online, remediation is
automatically assigned.

• 	 Two distinct, multi-part Performance Tasks
• 	 Four authentic passages that are leveled
• 	Drag-and-drop, selected-response, and constructed response items
• 	Multiple-answer selected response with Part A and Part B questions where
students give their answers and then cite text evidence

• 	Real-world Performance Tasks that cover a range of standards
and reflect the rigor and expectation for complex thinking

TechnologyEnhanced Items

Drag-and-drop Item
Multi-part Performance Task Item
SELECTION TEST

• 	Monitor mastery of the skills and standards
taught in each selection

• 	Includes questions in selected-response format
28

Constructed Response Sample Item
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FLEXIBLE | MEANINGFUL

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
PEARSONREALIZE.COM
• 	Single sign-on online management system

WRITE-IN PRINT STUDENT EDITION
• 	Allows students to write directly in their text
• 	Perforated and three-hole punched pages make it easy
to place into binders or hand work in
• 	 BouncePages app connects directly to multimedia
• 	 Standards are identified
• 	Selection pages allow students to access unit opener videos, audio,
and media selections using the Pearson BouncePages app
• 	Independent Learning selections are referenced in print and
available online

• 	All digital resources, instruction, and assessments
• 	Standards support and resources
• 	Flexible class management tools

UNIT & SELECTION RESOURCES
TRADE BOOKS
• 	Unit-Aligned trade books, 2-3 suggested titles per unit
• 	Digital Library with 140+ titles

INTERACTIVE STUDENT EDITION

• 	Trade Book lesson plans for 130+ titles

• 	Next-generation interactive eText makes learning come alive
• 	Point-of-use interactive graphic organizers, selection audio, student
modeling videos, multilingual glossary, footnotes, annotation tool,
multimedia selections, and an inline notebook

myPERSPECTIVES+

• 	Includes all selections in the Write-in Print Student Edition
as well as the Independent Learning Selections

PRINT TEACHER’S EDITION
• 	Hardcover, single volume for all grades
• 	 Standards are at point of use
• 	Includes Student Edition pages with reference to digital
assets at point of use and Personalize for Learning notes
for differentiation

• 	Comprehensive teacher resource center
• 	Program-agnostic content, lessons, worksheets, tutorials,
practice, and activities

AUDIO SUMMARIES
• 	Assignable resource includes English and Spanish text
and an audio summary of each selection.
• 	Available at point of use in the Interactive
Teacher’s Edition eText

SELECTION RESOURCES
• 	 On-level and reteach/practice versions for all learner levels

• 	Lesson Resources planning page, Text Complexity Rubrics,
and Teaching and Learning Cycle loop

• 	Referenced in the Teacher’s Edition

INTERACTIVE TEACHER’S EDITION

• 	Embedded at point of use in the Interactive Teacher’s Edition

• 	Next-generation Teacher’s Edition includes all features
of the Interactive Student Edition

UNIT LEVEL ANSWER KEY

• 	Standards are at point of use

• 	Selection Worksheets

• 	Lesson Resources planning page, Text Complexity Rubrics,
and Teaching and Learning Cycle loop
• 	Teacher modeling videos

• 	Assignable/printable/downloadable from Pearson Realize™

Includes answers for:
• 	Analyze the Text Questions
• 	Comprehension Check Questions

• 	Author notes with professional development

ENGLISH LANGUAGE SUPPORT LESSONS

• 	English Language support lessons and teaching notes

• 	Additional instruction for every selection

• 	Downloadable resources when you need them

• 	Digital lessons referenced in the Teacher’s Edition

• 	Accessible Leveled Texts for each selection

• 	Embedded and downloadable lessons in the
Interactive Teacher’s Edition

HOME CONNECTION LETTERS

Comprehensive Assessments and
In-Depth Data to Drive Instruction

• 	English and Spanish
• 	One letter per unit

ELD Companion
Also Available

Additional Support for
English Language
Development

pearsonschool.com/myPerspectives
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